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Abstract—The Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) is a
most promising converter technology for the High Voltage DC
application. The complex topology of the MMC requires several
additional controllers to balance the energy in the capacitors
which are distributed all over the converter. Typically, there is
a requirement of two controls; one is the regulation of the total
energy in each leg, and the other is the distribution of the energy
between the upper and the lower arms. This paper presents
control strategies for the latter one being capable of distributing
the energy only by internal power flow, so that undesired
interference with the associated grids can be completely avoided.
The proposed controls are achieved by forcing the common mode
currents to be balanced while keeping the classic cascaded control
structure as much as possible. The effectiveness and advantage
of the proposed solutions are demonstrated by simulations.
Index Terms—High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC), Modular
Multilevel Converter (MMC), Energy Difference.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) is a new type
of converter which attracts large attention due to its several
advantages compared to the conventional two-level Voltage
Source Converter (VSC). MMC was first introduced in [1] and
the basic concepts and the operational principles are presented
in [2] [3].
The general topology of the MMC consists of a large number of two-level converter modules, so-called sub-modules.
This modular topology enables to output nearly ideal sinusoidal voltage waveform, allowing prevention of harmonic
injection to the power system; hence, implementation of
large filters are no longer needed. Furthermore, its scalable
modular topology allows to easily adjust the voltage rating,
thus, it is suitable for High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)
Transmission Systems applications.
In general, the conventional VSCs type converters are
attached with a large station capacitor at their DC side. In
the MMC, however, the capacitors are distributed all over
the converter. This makes the balancing and control of the
distributed energies as an important aspect [4]. In literature,
the requirements on the energy balancing are often divided
into two [5] [6]:
1) Horizontal Balancing: The energy stored in each leg
must be regulated to achieve equal energy in all three
phase legs. This can be achieved by a simple control

which regulates the deference between the power inflow
and outflows to/from the MMC in each phase.
2) Vertical Balancing: The difference between the energy
stored in the upper and the lower parts must be controlled to avoid having an excess energy in one of the
arms. This is also refereed to as "Energy Difference
Control" [7].
This paper discuss on the control strategies of Energy
Difference. The control schemes proposed in [2] and [8]
use additional oscillatory components on the common mode
currents to regulate this energy difference. However, this
approach can result in unwanted interferences with the DC
power which may lead to fluctuations of the DC grid voltage.
[5] presented a novel control structure utilizing a periodic
linear quadratic regulator, and referred to balanced reference
generation. Inspired by [5], this paper proposes different
control structures, which enables to regulate energy difference
without disturbing the DC grid. In this work, the cascaded
control structure such that energy controllers adjusting the
references of inner current control is preserved. Thus, the
proposed controllers are simpler and more intuitive.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 recalls the
MMC topology and the fundamental variables as well as its
control hierarchy. In Section 3, the proposed energy difference controllers are presented, and difference in structure is
highlighted. The functionality of the proposed controllers is
validated by simulations carried out on EMTP-RV platform.
II. M ODULAR M ULTILEVEL C ONVERTER
A. Arm Average Model (AAM)
The topology of the AAM is recalled in Fig. 1. There is one
leg for each phase a, b, c. Each phase leg can be divided into
upper and lower parts called arms. This model assumes that
the voltages of all the sub-module capacitors in each arm are
maintained in a close range, thus allowing to replace them by
an equivalent capacitor. Therefore, each arm includes an arm
inductance Larm , an arm resistance Rarm and an equivalent
capacitor Ctot in parallel with a chopper.
The voltages vuj (vlj ) and currents iuj (ilj ) of each arm j
(j = a, b, c) are described by the following equations:
vuj = muj vCtotuj ,

vlj = mlj vCtotlj

(1)
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Figure 1: MMC Arm average model
iCtotuj = muj iuj ,

iCtotlj = mlj ilj

(2)

where vCtotuj (vCtotlj ) is the voltage across the upper (lower)
arm equivalent capacitor, muj (mlj ) is the corresponding
instantaneous duty cycle and iCtotuj (iCtotlj ) is the current
through the upper (lower) arm capacitor. The voltage and
current of the equivalent capacitor are related through the
capacitor equation:
dvCtotlj
dvCtotuj
, iCtotlj = Ctot
(3)
dt
dt
Applying Kirchhoff’s law, the following equations are derived for each phase j:
iCtotuj = Ctot

vdc
2

− vuj − Larm

− v2dc + vlj +

diuj
dt

dil
Larm dtj

− Rarm iuj − Lf
+ Rarm ilj − Lf

digj
dt
digj
dt

− Rf igj − vgj = 0 (4)
− Rf igj − vgj = 0 (5)

The addition of (4) and (5) yields:
vvj − vgj = Lac
eq

digj
ac
+ Req
igj
dt

(6)

where:
−vuj + vlj
igj = iuj − ilj , vvj =
,
(7)
2
Rarm + 2Rf
Larm + 2Lf
ac
Req
=
, Lac
(8)
eq =
2
2
Equation (6) describes the AC side dynamics of the AAM.
The subtraction of (4) and (5) gives:
vdif fj
didif fj
vdc
−
= Larm
+ Rarm idif fj
(9)
2
2
dt
where the differential current idif f and voltage vdif f are
defined as:
iu + ilj
vu + vlj
idif fj = j
, vdif fj = j
(10)
2
2
Equation (9) describes the DC side dynamics of the AAM.
The DC current will be then expressed as:
idc = idif fa + idif fb + idif fc

÷
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Figure 2: General Control Scheme of MMC
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For the 3-phase MMC, as well as a classical VSC, the
control of ig is achieved in rotating frame by applying Park
transformation. Phase Lock Loop (PLL) is implemented to
track the grid voltage angle. The implemented PI controller is
denoted as Cig . Applying Park transformation on (6), the ig
control in dq frame is derived


Larm
∗
∗
+ Lf ωigq (12a)
vvd = vgd + (igd − igd )Cig −
2


Larm
vv∗q = vgq + (i∗gq − igq )Cig +
+ Lf ωigd . (12b)
2
The differential current in each phase is regulated by another
PI controller Cidif f . From (9), the idif f control for phase j
is derived as:
Vdc
∗
− (i∗dif fj − idif fj )Cidif f .
(13)
vdif
fj =
2
The difference between the DC power inflow and the
AC outflow causes variation of the energy stored inside the
MMC. Since it is preferred that the AC power follows the
reference value, it is reasonable to adjust the DC power to
obtain the desired internal energy level. A PI controller CW Σ
is implemented to give appropriate i∗dif fj to the differential
current controllers. The control of W Σ is obtained as:


Pac
1  Σ∗
i∗dif fj =
Wj − WjΣ CW Σ +
(14)
Vdc
3
where


1
2
2
Ctot vCtotu
+ vCtotl
.
(15)
i
i
2
Assembling the derived control laws, general control structure is built as shown in Fig. 2.
The developed controller is implemented in a simulation of
an MMC station model. The pre-contingency operating power
is set at Pac = 1[p.u.] and Qac = 0[p.u.]. Then step reference
changes are created at t = 1[s] for the active power and 1.1[s]
for the reactive power. Fig. 3 shows the transition of the active
and reactive powers. It is clearly seen that the both powers
follow the change of the reference correctly. Fig. 4 pictures
the capacitor voltage in each arm. Even though the capacitor
voltages were perfectly balanced beforehand, each time the
disturbance occurs, the voltages in the upper arms deviate from
the lower ones. This is because the aforementioned energy
controller can only regulate the sum of the upper and lower
arms’ energy, but it does not take into account the distribution
WiΣ =

1
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Figure 3: Active power and DC power [pu] - No Energy
Difference control
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difference. Further simplification is done by supposing that
vvj is fairly close to the AC grid voltage vgi since an MMC
does not require large filters at its AC side. Introducing the
decomposition of differential current into (17), then the time
average of the evolution of the energy difference over one
period is expressed by:
+
*
D
E
dWj∆
= −2idif facj vgj .
(18)
dt
From (18), three control laws will be considered. One is
the classical control scheme [8]. The second one is developed
based on the classical scheme, but the reference generation
methods are improved to overcome the problem of the classical
scheme. The proposed control is further improved by applying
the phase shifting technique proposed by [5]. Each scheme is
detailed in the followings.
A. Classical W ∆ control
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Figure 4: Equivalent arm capacitor voltages [pu]

of the energy between the upper and lower arms. Without
explicit control, the energy in the upper and lower arms may
take various levels and endanger the secure operation of the
MMC. Therefore, an additional controller which enables to
explicitly eliminate the deviation of the energy between the
arms is needed.
III. E NERGY DIFFERENCE CONTROL

The value of the energy difference can vary for each phase.
Therefore, it is reasonable to regulated them individually by
implementing one controller for each phase leg. Then the
appropriate rms value of the AC components of the differential
∗
current Idif
fac can be derived by a PI controller denoted by
CW ∆ . The control law can be expressed as:

1
*
Idif
Wj∆∗ − Wj∆ CW ∆ .
(19)
facj = −
2Vg
where Vg is the rms value of the AC grid voltage. Next, the
fundamental-frequency differential current reference must be
generated in some way. The AC voltage angle (i.e. θ = ωt) is
monitored by the PLL and used to align the current reference
with the voltage in each arm. In the classical energy difference control,
current reference
 the instantaneous differential

i∗dif fac = i∗dif faca i∗dif fac i∗dif facc
b

Theoretically, the power exchanged by the arm can be
expressed by the product of the applied voltage vulj and
the current flows through the arms iulj . Defining the energy
difference by


1
2
2
Wj∆ = Ctot vCtotu
−
v
(16)
Ctotlj ,
j
2
The evolution of the energy difference can be expressed by
using the variables defined in the previous section:
dWj∆
= iuj vuj − ilj vlj = igj vdif fj − 2idif fj vvj .
(17)
dt
In normal operation, igj and vvj are sinusoidal with an average
of zero, while idif fj and vdif fj are constant. In such condition,
both terms in the right side of (17) are products of a constant
value and a fundamental-frequency component. Thus, the time
average over the period is zero. This means that, as it is, the
energy difference is uncontrollable. One possible solution is to
impose fundamental-frequency components on the differential
current (idif f = idif fac + idif fdc ) [2]. This decomposition
allows to generate a non-zero component over the period on
the right side of (17), which can be used to regulate the energy

T

is generated by

i∗dif fac = AI *dif fac

(20)

where


cos ωt
0
0

 (21)
cos ωt − 2π
0
A = 2 0
3

0
0
cos ωt − 2π
3

T
∗
∗
∗
and I ∗dif fac = Idif
. The multiplicafaca Idif facb Idif facc
tion with the matrix A allows aligning the output of the controller with the AC grid voltage. Fig. 5 illustrates an example
of the relation between the generated current references and
the AC grid voltages.
According to (19) and (20), the classic energy difference
controller is developed as depicted in Fig. 6. The developed
controller is tested in the same simulation set up as previous
section. The equivalent arm capacitor voltages are depicted in
Fig. 7. Unlike the previous case, the capacitor voltage is well
balanced after a short time. However, unwanted oscillations
on the DC power are observed in Fig. 8. In this control
structure, the energy difference is individually regulated per
leg. Since there is no coupling between the phases, the balance
√
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Figure 5: Vectorial representation of differential currents in
Classical Control

of them are not guaranteed. As a consequence, unbalanced
reference i∗dif fac may possibly be generated by the controller,
and it results in inducing oscillations on the DC power. Such
oscillations may cause fluctuations on the DC voltage and
jeopardize the stability of the entire system, especially in small
MTDC grids. Therefore, this must be avoided.
B. W ∆ Control with Balanced idif fac
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where coefficient kmn quantifies the contribution of the orig0
inal reference i∗dif facn to the new reference i∗dif facm .
This transform should satisfy the following 3 requirements,
where we only consider phase a for simplicity:
1) It should not modify the contribution of the original reference to the corresponding phase in the new reference.
This yields:
kaa = 1
2) The new reference should be balanced. This yields:

0

kaa + kba + kca = 0
3) The absolute values of the two new references in phases
b and c should be identical. This yields
|kba | = |kca |
The above 3 requirements allow one to obtain:


1 − 12 − 21


1 − 21 
K = − 12
− 12 − 12
1

0

the external current, i.e. i∗dif faca + i∗dif fac + i∗dif facc = 0.
b

1.2

1.1

Figure 8: Active power and DC power [pu] - Classical W ∆
control

The classical W ∆ controller presented in Section III-A
may generate unbalanced three-phase current references since
the W ∆ of each phase is regulated individually. In other
0
0
0
words, the current sum i∗dif faca + i∗dif fac + i∗dif facc may
b
be non-zero, which would change the current exchanged
with the DC grid. Thus, a new transform is needed
so that
0
the new current reference vector, denoted by i∗dif fac , with
 0
T
0
0
0
i∗dif fac = i∗dif faca i∗dif fac i∗dif facc
will have no impact on
0

1.05

The general principle is that to balance the current reference,
for each component of i∗dif fac , two new current references are
introduced, one for each of the other two phases. Formally, let


kaa kab kac
0
i∗dif fac = Ki∗dif fac =  kba kbb kbc  i∗dif fac
(22)
kca kcb kcc

Figure 6: Classical W ∆ controller
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(23)

where we used the symmetry between the three phases.
Fig. 9 shows the compensation of the original current
reference i∗dif faca for phase a. The colored vectors are defined
0
0
as i∗dif facaa = kaa i∗dif faca , i∗dif fac
= kba i∗dif faca , and

1.1

0

ba

i∗dif facca = kca i∗dif faca . With matrix K given in (23), we see
0
0
that i∗dif faca is well balanced by i∗dif fac and i∗dif facca . The
ba
control structure is shown in Fig. 10.
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C. Modified W ∆ Control with Balanced idif fac
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Figure 7: Equivalent arm capacitor voltages [pu] - Classical
W ∆ control

In the W ∆ Control with Balanced idif fac , the balancing of
the current reference in each phase is achieved by introducing
a new current into each of the other two phases. Recall
0
that in Fig. 9, to balance i∗dif faca in phase a, i∗dif fac and
ba

Figure 9: Vectorial representation of differential currents in
W ∆ Control with Balanced idif fac

Figure 11: Vectorial representation of differential currents in
Modified W ∆ Control with Balanced idif fac

Figure 10: W ∆ Controller with Balanced idif fac

where φm is the phase shift between i∗dif facma and the voltage
in phase m, and laa , lba and lca are positive1 constant
coefficients.
To determine the value of lma and φm , the following
requirements are used.
1) The contribution of the original reference to the corresponding phase in the new reference should not be
modified. This yields:

0

0

i∗dif facca are introduced respectively in phases b and c, each
0
with an amplitude of 21 i∗dif faca . With this choice, i∗dif fac and
ba

0

i∗dif facca are both phase shifted by 180 degrees with i∗dif faca
(and thus vga ), which makes it possible to use a constant
0
matrix K to calculate the new reference vector i∗dif fac from
the original one i∗dif fac .
0

0

Obviously, the choice of i∗dif fac and i∗dif facca is not
ba
unique. As long as their sum is equal to −i∗dif faca , the new
current reference vector is already balanced, although the
contributions by phase b and c are no longer bound to be equal.
0
Furthermore, if the constraint on the phase shift of i∗dif fac
and

0
i∗dif facca
0
i∗dif facca

with respect to

and
are allowed to have
then more freedom is permitted in their choice, as long as their
vector sum equal to −i∗dif faca to guarantee current balance in
the three phases. However, in that case,0 it is no longer possible
to use a constant matrix to calculate i∗dif fac from i∗dif fac as in
(22). Instead, a0 time-varying matrix, denoted by M , is needed
to calculate i∗dif fac from I ∗dif fac , i.e.
0

i∗dif fac = M I *dif fac

(24)

An example of choosing M is given in [5]. Its objective is
to remove power exchanges imposed by the newly introduced
current used for balancing, and its general principle is to shift
the current vectors by 90 degrees from the corresponding
voltage angle. Taking phase a as example, let
(25)
2π
3



(26)


2π

(27)

3

φa = 0.

2) The new reference should be balanced. This yields:

laa cos (ωt + φa ) + lba cos ωt + φb − 2π
3

=0
+lca cos ωt + φc + 2π
3
0

3) The instantaneous active powers due to i∗dif fac
0

i∗dif facca

ba

and

in phases b and c are zero. This yields:

∗
∗
lba Vg Idif
faca cos φb = lca Vg Idif faca cos φc = 0

ba

0
is relaxed, i.e. i∗dif fac
ba
other directions than i∗dif faca ,

i∗dif faca

√ ∗
0
i∗dif facaa (t) = laa 2Idif
faca cos (ωt + φa )
√ ∗
∗0
idif fac (t) = lba 2Idif faca cos ωt + φb −
ba
√ ∗
0
i∗dif facca (t) = lca 2Idif
faca cos ωt + φc +

laa = 1,

4) The absolute values of the two new references in phases
b and c should be identical. This yields
lba = lca
The above four requirements allow one to obtain
π
.
2
(28)
By symmetry between the three phases, M can be obtained
as
laa = 1,

1
lba = lca = √ ,
3


√ 
M = 2

cos ωt
√1 cos ωt −
3
√1 cos ωt +
3


7π
6 
7π
6

π
φ a = 0 φb = − ,
2

√1
3


cos ωt + π2

cos ωt − 2π
3 
√1 cos ωt + π
6
3

φc =

√1
3
√1
3

 
cos ωt − π2

cos ωt − π6 
 
2π
cos ωt + 3

(29)
Fig. 11 illustrates the generated current reference by the
coupling matrix M with phase a as example. The vectors
0
0
i∗dif fac and i∗dif facca satisfy the above four requirements.
ba
According to (24) with M given in (29), the control
structure is developed as illustrated in Fig. 12.
1 This

can always be achieved by properly choosing φm .
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Figure 12: Modified W ∆ Controller with Balanced idif fac
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The two developed control structures are applied to the
simulation of an MMC model. The same events as Section
II are tested with the Modified Balanced W ∆ Control (Case1)
and Balanced idif fac (Case2). Fig. 13 shows the responses to
the step change of the active and reactive power references.
Unlike the case with the classic control (Fig. 8), no oscillation
is observed on the DC power for both cases as expected.
Fig. 14 shows the dynamics of the energy difference during
the events. As it is observed, the energy difference is correctly
regulated and converged to the reference value of zero after
a short time. The Case2 takes slightly longer time due to the
interactions from the other phases, which exert a modification
from the expected active power exchange. In Fig. 15, the
differential currents are depicted. For both cases, fundamentalfrequency components are observed. Nonetheless, they have
no impact on the DC power. This proves the effectiveness of
the proposed control structures which enable to regulate the
energy difference without having any interaction with DC side
and allows to treat them internally.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, control strategies of energy difference of
the MMC have been analyzed. While maintaining the cascaded control structure, two structures of energy difference
controllers have been presented. The proposed controllers
allow regulating the energy difference by generating balanced
differential current references. Simulation results have shown
the effectiveness of the proposed controllers which enable to
regulate the energy difference without having any interaction
with the DC and AC grid. This implies that the regulation of
the energy difference is treated as internal dynamics and can
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idif fc,1
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D. Simulation results
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Figure 15: idif f comparison [pu] — 1: Modified Balanced
W ∆ , 2: Balanced W ∆
be dissociated from the global system in large-scale dynamics
studies.
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